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Abstract: In the research on energy management methods of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, it is
expected that a future trend will be to optimize energy management using the information provided
by the global positioning system (GPS) and intelligent transportation system (ITS), which is relatively
scarce in current research. This study proposes a PHEV energy management method based on
travel characteristic prediction. Firstly, this study processes the historical travel data of a certain
driver obtained by GPS and ITS and uses the established Markov trajectory prediction model based
on key points to predict the trajectory and mileage. Then, on the basis of characteristics analysis
of historical travel data, while considering traffic information to form a target cycle, the driving
cycles are classified and identified based on traffic information predictions. Then, according to
the reasonable SOC allocation range of the four typical cycles, the planning algorithm of the SOC
reference trajectory is determined and verified. Finally, based on the previous work, an A-ECMS
energy management method based on travel characteristic prediction is established. By comparing
different energy management methods, the developed energy management method based on travel
characteristic prediction can reasonably utilize power batteries. The fuel saving is about 8.95% higher
than the rule-based energy management method, which can effectively improve the whole vehicle’s
fuel economy and optimization ability.

Keywords: plug-in hybrid electric vehicle; travel characteristics; prediction; energy management method

1. Introduction

The energy crisis and environmental pollution are the main problems facing the
world [1]. Governments and research institutes all over the world are paying attention to
green renewable energy sources. Battery electric vehicles have developed rapidly due to
their use of green and renewable energy, but the battery technology has not broken through
the performance bottleneck, the needed infrastructure has not yet been completed and
other factors have restricted the popularity of battery electric vehicles (BEVs) [2]. Plug-in
hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) can both use electric energy and fuel, which can effectively
alleviate the energy crisis and reduce emissions. Compared with hybrid electric vehicles
and battery electric vehicles, PHEVs have important development significance [3].

At present, the rapid development of information and communication technologies
(ICTs) provide lots of data, which we call big data [4]. The use of big data can facilitate
the establishment and verification of transport system models (TSM). A big-data analysis
method for estimating the driving range of an electric vehicle (EV) is proposed in [5]. In
reference [6], a method for on-street parking search time based on floating vehicle data
(FCD) is proposed. The proposed method can be used both in real time to support user
information and evaluate traffic plans offline. Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) will
also produce a large amount of data [7], which can be helpful to the road traffic flow
prediction and personal travel route plan, etc. The global positioning system (GPS) and
intelligent transportation system (ITS) can provide the big data for the prediction.
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The main goal of PHEV control is to reduce comprehensive energy consumption and
reduce air pollution [8]. The main means of PHEV control is to use energy management
strategies (EMS) to meet the driver’s power requirements and limit the short-term power
consumption of the battery within a certain range, so as to minimize the overall fuel
consumption of the vehicle [9]. The rule-based and optimal energy management strategy
are the main energy management strategy of plug-in hybrid electric vehicle [10]. In
references [11,12], rule-based energy management strategy for PHEV is introduced in
detail, such as charge depleting-charge sustaining strategy (CD-CS) [13], etc. However,
rule-based energy management strategies are usually decided by engineering experience
and working mode [14] and rule-based energy management strategies are often subjective
and cannot fully adapt to the change of working conditions and dynamic response. Based
on the optimal energy management strategy, a global optimal solution can be obtained, such
as dynamic programming (DP) [15,16] and Pontryagin’s minimum principle (PMP) [17,18].
Equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) is an instantaneous optimization
algorithm based on optimal control [19]. It is practical but sacrifices the optimal control
performance, and the selection of equivalent factor between fuel and electric energy in the
algorithm has a great influence on the control performance of ECMS [20,21].

Travel characteristics and state of charge (SOC) reference trajectory can be used as
auxiliary information to apply to the optimal energy management for PHEVs. In [22], an
energy management strategy based on model predictive control (MPC) combined with
speed prediction is proposed and verified in the NEDC. A real-time energy management
method for PHEV based on condition identification is proposed and compared with the
global optimal value calculated by dynamic programming [23,24]. The SOC reference tra-
jectory is approximately linear under certain travel cycle conditions, but the SOC reference
trajectory can deviate from the linear profile under different power requirements [25]. The
DP algorithm obtains the optimal SOC consumption trajectory under the travel characteris-
tics, but the DP algorithm needs known condition information and cannot be applied to the
actual driving process of vehicles online [26]. However, an achievable and approximately
optimal SOC reference trajectory planning algorithm can be designed based on the DP
algorithm and compared with the control results of online optimization methods.

The above studies mainly focus on the energy management under standard driving
cycle or foreign driving cycle conditions, and do not consider drivers’ travel characteristics.
Thus, the actual travel cycle in China may be very different from the standard or foreign
cycle, and travel characteristics will also significantly affect the energy management ability,
which may bring about poor performance. For the sake of getting the approximate optimal
control effect and minimal the overall fuel consumption of vehicles, an adaptive equivalent
consumption minimization strategy (adaptive ECMs, A-ECMS) based on travel characteris-
tics prediction is established. The travel characteristics and SOC reference trajectory are
used to modify the equivalent factor in real time, so that the SOC consumption trajectory
can always follow the optimal trajectory.

The main contributions of this paper include: (i) analyzing the driver’s historical travel
data, and predicting the driver’s travel characteristics represented by mileage and cycle,
and (ii) establishing a target travel cycle condition prediction method considering traffic
information obtained by GPS and ITS to predict the actual travel cycle condition of Chinese
roads, and (iii) designing a reasonable SOC reference trajectory planning algorithm to make
the SOC consumption trajectory approximately optimal under the travel characteristic
prediction, and applying to the A-ECMS based on travel characteristic prediction.

This paper is organized as follows: A travel characteristic prediction method including
mileage and cycle is established in Section 2. The SOC trajectory planning based on
mileage and cycle is analyzed in Section 3, and the SOC trajectory planning algorithm is
proposed, which is verified and compared with the results of DP algorithm. The results
and corresponding analysis of the adaptive energy management method for PHEV based
on travel characteristic prediction are presented in Section 4. Concluding remarks are given
in Section 5.
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2. Research on Travel Characteristic Prediction

Travel characteristics include mileage and cycle. Both mileage and cycle can have
a great impact on the energy management of PHEV. The mileage (long or short) can
determine whether PHEV uses electric energy and the cycle speed (high, medium or low)
can affect the high efficiency area utilization rate of engine and average fuel consumption
rate of PHEVs.

2.1. Mileage Prediction Based on Historical Data

The path and route selection of vehicle traveling is a vehicle routing problem (VRP),
that is, how to select the best travel path of a vehicle [27]. In [28], the author provides a
standard for travel path and route selection, namely minimum travel time, travel distance,
travel cost, and energy consumption. This paper does not consider multiple factors as
in literature [28], and the determination of travel path and route depends on the driver.
It is worth noting that the travel routes of specific drivers are relatively similar, and the
historical travel database of the specific driver can be formed.

Based on GPS technology, the key point data is mined according to the driver’s current
position, historical travel trajectory and other auxiliary information, and the trajectory
prediction model is established based on the key points to dynamically predict the driver’s
future position and complete the prediction of travel trajectory and mileage. The specific
process is as follows:

(I) The GPS equipment is used to obtain the historical driving trajectory data of the
vehicle, and the data is preprocessed to form the historical driving trajectory database;

(II) Based on the path clustering algorithm, the starting point clustering and key point
mining of each historical driving trajectory in the historical driving trajectory database
are carried out, and the prediction model is established based on the key points;

(III) At the beginning of travel, the starting point position information is obtained through
GPS, and the travel trajectory is predicted according to the historical trajectory database;

(IV) The current travel trajectory is identified based on key points, and the candidate
prediction trajectory is dynamically updated when each key point is passed until the
destination is reached, so as to complete the travel mileage prediction.

The starting point and key points of travel trajectory are the key information of
trajectory prediction model [29]. In order to avoid the interference of third-party mapping
software on the trajectory prediction model, the starting point of the trajectory is firstly
clustered, and the key points of the historical trajectory clustered into the same class
are mined, so as to complete the cluster analysis of the historical travel trajectory. The
clustering of trajectory starting points is very important for the accuracy of trajectory
prediction model. Figure 1 shows the trajectory starting point clustering algorithm, and
the schematic diagram of key point mining is also given in Figure 2.

Based on the above trajectory starting point clustering, a trajectory prediction model
based on markov is established [30,31]. Then the key points of the trajectory are mined to
form the probability matrix C of the key points:

C =


P(k1,1) P(k1,2) · · · P(k1,n)
P(k2,1) P(k2,2) · · · P(k2,n)

...
...

. . .
...

P(kn,1) P(kn,2) · · · P(kn,n)

 (1)

where P(ki,j) is the transition probability when the vehicle travels to a certain key point
r = ki and the next key point is r + 1 = k j, and:

P(ki,j) = P(r + 1 = k j|r = ki) =
Nki,j

Nki

(2)
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where Nki
is the number of trajectories that pass through ki in the candidate predicted

trajectory; Nki,j
is the number of trajectories that pass through key point ki and the next key

point that passes through kj in the candidate predicted trajectory.
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Figure 1. Clustering algorithm for starting point of travel trajectory.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of key point mining.

If the last key point of the candidate trajectory is known, the travel trajectory of the
vehicle can be determined in the candidate trajectory. Assuming that the travel trajectory of
this vehicle trip is Tp, the posterior probability of key point kg is the final key point, which
can be obtained by Bayes rule:

P(last_key = kg|TP) =
P(TP

∣∣last_key = kg)P(last_key = kg)
m
∑
r

P(TP|last_key = kr)P(last_key = kr)
(3)

where P(last_key = kg
∣∣TP) is the prior probability of kr as the last key points of the travel

trajectory(r = 1, 2, 3, . . . m), and the expression is:

P(last_key = kg) = N(last_key = kg)/N (4)
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where N(last_key = kg) is the number of trajectories that of kg as the last key point, and N
is the total number of candidate trajectories.

P(TP
∣∣last_key = kg) is the conditional probability that kg is the last key point of the

track, and Tp is the trajectory of this vehicle travel, which can be calculated as:

P(TP

∣∣∣∣last_key = kg) = P(TP)×
Pc→g

Ps→g
(5)

where Pc→g represents the total transfer probability from the current key point kc to the
last key point kg, and Ps→g represents the total transfer probability from the starting point
ks of the trajectory to the last key point kg. P(TP) represents the continuous product of the
transfer probabilities of point pairs on the trajectory, namely the trajectory probability of
traveling along the trajectory:

P(TP) =
m
Π

r=1
P(kr,r+1) (6)

With the probability of each key point on the travel trajectory obtained above, the
travel trajectory can be predicted by the set of key points with the maximum probability.
During driving, the prediction results will be updated every time the vehicle passes a key
point to better fit the travel trajectory. At the same time, the vehicle’s trajectory will be
recorded in the historical travel database to update the database gradually. The above
prediction of driving path has been obtained, combined with the longitude, latitude, speed
and other information provided by GPS, the mileage information of each time in the driving
process can be obtained, and then the mileage information of the whole driving route can
be obtained.

2.2. Cycle Prediction Based on GPS and ITS
2.2.1. Target Travel Cycle Prediction Considering Traffic Information

In the actual travel process of vehicles, the traffic cycle can be predicted in advance
with the help of GPS, ITS, etc. The traffic simulation environment is built according to
the real travel conditions collected by specific drivers mentioned above, and the real road
network design is referred to as much as possible. The actual collected travel route is about
15.2 km long in this paper. The whole travel is divided into 76 road sections with 200 m as
a unit to obtain traffic flow information. The average traffic flow speed of each road section
can be calculated by Equation (7):

Vave(i)(t) =
∑N

k=1 Vave(i)
k (t)
N

(i = 1, 2, · · · , 76) (7)

where Vave(i)(t) is the average speed of section i at time t; Vave(i)
k (t) is the average speed of

the kth vehicle passing the section at time t; N is the total vehicles recorded on the road
section at that moment.

Based on the above method, the route to the destination and vehicle flow speed
information can be obtained with the help of GPS and ITS, and the Mileage-Average speed
information of each road section can be obtained, as shown in Figure 3a. Then, according
to the formula Tave(i) = Lave(i)/Vave(i)(i = 1, 2, · · · , 76) (Lave(i) is the length of i section and
Tave(i) is the time passing through i section), the mileage-average speed information is
transformed into time-average speed information (Figure 3b). Finally, the Lowess filter
function is used to process the time-average speed curve to obtain the actual road cycle
prediction curve in China, as shown in Figure 3c.
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2.2.2. Cycle Classification and Identification

Through the analysis of a large number of real road condition data of drivers, and
the clustering algorithm is used to cluster the obtained real road conditions according
to the characteristic parameters (such as average speed, maximum speed, idle ratio and
standard deviation of speed, etc.), four types of typical driving cycle segments are obtained,
as shown in Figure 4a–d, which respectively represent congested roads in urban areas,
relatively unobstructed roads in urban areas, unobstructed roads and expressways in the
urban area.
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According to the above prediction method considering the target travel conditions of
traffic information, a long term (more than 6000 s) actual driving cycle condition (Figure 5a)
is obtained for the verification of the following SOC trajectory planning algorithm. At
the same time, in the driving process, the cycle characteristic parameters in the current
identification cycle are extracted, and the clustering algorithm is still used to cluster the
characteristic parameters to complete the classification and identification of cycle conditions.
The actual driving cycle conditions in Figure 5a are identified, and Figure 5b shows the
identification results.
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3. SOC Reference Trajectory Planning Algorithm

In this study, a PHEV was used for simulation, and Table 1 shows its main parameters.

Table 1. Main parameters of PHEV.

Description Parameters Value

Basic parameters of the vehicle

vehicle mass/kg 1568
frontal area/m2 2.13

air resistance coefficient 0.29
rolling radius/m 0.315

Engine peak power/kW 64
maximum torque/N·m 203

ISG
peak power/kW 32

maximum torque/N·m 210

Power battery capacity/A·h 40
rated voltage/V 320

Speed ratio transmission speed radio 1.539
final drive ratio 3.944

3.1. SOC Trajectory Planning Based on Mileage

Mileage is a key parameter to influence the change rule of the battery SOC [32]. For
plug-in hybrid vehicles, if the mileage is known, the battery SOC change trajectory can be
designed as a linear SOC trajectory. According to the power consumption of each mileage
segment controlled by trajectory, the SOC curve approximate to the DP calculation result
can be obtained. This curve is called theoretical SOC reference trajectory [33]. The SOC
reference value at any position is calculated as follows:

SOCre f (s) =
(Da − Dr(s))

Da
·(SOCi − SOC f ) + SOC f (8)

where SOCre f (s) is the SOC reference value at the corresponding position s in the mileage,
Da is the total mileage, Dr(s) is the mileage traveled at the corresponding position s, and
SOCi and SOC f are the initial and final SOC values.

According to Equation (8), when the drivers reach the end of its journey, the SOC
trajectory decreases from the initial SOC value to the final SOC value. However, the
slope of SOC trajectory change will change with different travel mileage demands. The
schematics of theoretical SOC reference trajectory (Figure 6a) and SOC trajectory based on
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DP algorithm (Figure 6b) under 4*NEDC~8*NEDC are shown in Figure 6. Therefore, the
original SOC trend can be improved with the change of travel mileage.
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3.2. SOC Trajectory Planning Based on Cycle

The travel mileages can be used as the basic information of SOC planning, and the
driving cycle information can improve the original trend of SOC with mileage, so as to
obtain the optimized theoretical SOC reference trajectory, as shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 is
only a schematic diagram of SOC trajectory planning based on cycle and does not represent
the actual driving cycle.
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Different driving cycles have a great influence on SOC trajectory change, which
is mainly reflected in high efficiency area utilization rate of engine and average fuel
consumption utilization. Therefore, the following four types of typical cycle identified are
calculated and analyzed based on the optimal energy management method of dynamic
programming. The relationship between SOC consumption per kilometer and efficiency
zone utilization and average fuel consumption utilization is obtained under four typical
cycle conditions.
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3.2.1. Analysis of SOC Consumption under Four Typical Cycles

The first step is to analyze four typical drive cycles and compare the SOC consumption
and fuel consumption per kilometer for different types of typical drive cycles. The objective
is to determine the reasonable distribution range of SOC consumption per kilometer in
different typical driving cycles. The second step is to consider the difference of characteristic
parameters of different driving periods and study the change of SOC consumption per
kilometer. The final step is to reasonably plan the SOC consumption per kilometer for each
typical driving cycle.

The DP algorithm can calculate the SOC consumption under the driving cycle com-
posed of four typical driving conditions. By setting the initial and final values of SOC in
the DP algorithm, the SOC consumption is simulated from low to high until the final SOC
value reaches the critical SOC value of the pure electric driving mode under the driving
cycle. Thus, the relation curves of SOC consumption per kilometer and high efficiency area
utilization rate of engine under four typical cycles are obtained, as shown in Figure 8.
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At the same time, the relationship between the SOC consumption per kilometer and
the average fuel consumption rate (g/(kW·h)) was also obtained (Figure 9).

According to the relation curve of high efficiency area utilization rate of engine and
average fuel consumption rate with SOC consumption per kilometer, reasonable SOC
allocation values under four typical cycles can be calculated in SOC trajectory planning.
According to the curve relationship shown in Figures 7 and 8, the SOC consumption per
kilometer of the vehicle in pure electric mode under four typical cycles can be calculated,
as shown in Table 2. At the same time, the distribution upper limit value of SOC under
each typical cycles can be obtained, as shown in Table 3.

Table 2. SOC consumption per kilometer in EV mode.

Driving Cycle of Type 1 2 3 4

Maximum SOC consumption per kilometer (%) 1.010 1.218 1.322 1.364
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Table 3. Reasonable distribution upper limit value of SOC.

Driving Cycle of Type 1 2 3 4

Maximum SOC consumption per kilometer (%) 1.010 0.871 1.175 1.299
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Typical driving cycle 1 refers to driving on crowded roads in urban areas. The vehicle
runs at low speed and starts and stops frequently, which is not conducive to engine
operation. At the same time, EV mode can fully ensure the dynamic demand of the
vehicle. Therefore, in typical driving cycle 1, the vehicle is driven by motor. Typical driving
cycle 2 refers to driving on relatively unobstructed roads in urban areas, with vehicles
running at medium speeds and certain start and stop. Therefore, in combination with
Figures 8b and 9b, the high efficiency area utilization rate of engine should be as high
as possible and the average fuel consumption rate should not be too high. The critical
upper limit of SOC distribution per kilometer is 0.871%/km, and 0.853%/km is defined
as the optimal value of SOC consumption per kilometer (∆SOCopt_cycle_2) under typical
driving cycle 2. Typical driving cycle 3 refers to driving on unobstructed roads in an
urban area, with medium and high speed and less start and stop. In combination with
Figures 8c and 9c, when the SOC consumption value per kilometer is 1.175%/km, the
utilization rate of engine efficient area is more than 90%, and the average fuel consumption
rate is also at the critical point of sudden increase. Therefore, it is most reasonable to
select 1.175%/km as the distribution upper limit value per kilometer, and 0.735%/km is
defined as the optimal value of SOC consumption per kilometer (∆SOCopt_cycle_3)under
typical driving cycle 3. Typical driving cycle 4 refers to driving on urban expressway
road, where the vehicle runs at high speed and rarely starts and stops. In combination
with Figures 8d and 9d, 1.299%/km is selected as the upper limit value of SOC allocation
per kilometer.

3.2.2. SOC Trajectory Planning Algorithm

Under the given condition of the same electric power and the same mileage, he
high efficiency area utilization rate of engine under different typical cycles has obvious
difference. Based on this, the mileage and cycle information of the driving route can be
obtained through the prediction of the travel characteristics, and then the SOC trajectory
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planning algorithm can be developed according to the SOC requirements of the four typical
cycles and the proportion of each travel cycle in the total cycle conditions (Figure 10).
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The meanings of relevant symbols in SOC trajectory planning algorithm are shown in
Table 4.

Table 4. Relevant meanings.

Symbol Meaning

S travel mileage
SEV pure electric mileage under current SOC state

∆SOCtot SOC consumption value of the whole cycle
Scyc_i, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 mileage of road section under 4 typical cycles

∆SOCi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 SOC allocation of road sections under 4 typical cycles
∆SOCEV_cyc_i, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 SOC allocation in EV mode under 4 typical cycles
∆SOCopt_cyc_i, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 optimal SOC allocation under 4 typical cycles
∆SOCmax_cyc_i, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 maximum SOC allocation under 4 typical cycles

3.2.3. Verification of SOC Trajectory Planning Algorithm

For the sake of verifying the rationality, accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed
SOC trajectory planning algorithm, the actual driving cycle conditions and identification
results in Section 2.2.2 of this paper are used as the driving cycle for verification and
compared with the theoretical SOC reference trajectory and the SOC trajectory obtained by
DP algorithm (Figure 11).

In Figure 11, the theoretical SOC reference trajectory is close to the SOC trajectory
curve obtained based on the DP algorithm. Comparing the SOC trajectory data obtained
by the SOC trajectory planning algorithm and the DP algorithm, the maximum error of
the SOC trajectory data of the two algorithms is only 3.33%, which shows that the SOC
consumption trajectory obtained by the developed SOC trajectory planning algorithm
is similar to the optimal SOC consumption trajectory, and the running time is greatly
shortened. The rationality, accuracy and effectiveness of SOC trajectory planning algorithm
are proved.
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4. Adaptive Energy Management Method of PHEV Based on Travel
Characteristics Prediction

In order to verify the effectiveness of SOC trajectory planning algorithm based on
travel characteristics and study how to use this control algorithm to optimize PHEV
energy management, this section will study the energy management method of adaptive
equivalent consumption minimization strategy (adaptive ECMS, A-ECMS).

By introducing an equivalent factor, ECMS converts the engine fuel consumption
and power battery power consumption into equivalent fuel consumption and takes the
minimum equivalent fuel consumption as the optimal control parameter. In ECMS strategy,
the equivalent factor is fixed, and it is impossible to complete the global optimization
involved in this study under the condition of fixed equivalent factor. The equivalent
factor is closely related to travel characteristics and SOC value [34,35]. Therefore, in order
to modify the equivalent factor in real time, SOC reference trajectory is introduced to
establish A-ECMS.

The cost function of PHEV energy management is shown in Equation (9), aiming at
achieving equivalent fuel consumption [36]:

·
meq(t) = min

{
·

m f uel(t) + s(t)·Pbat(t)
Hlhv

}
(9)

where meq(t) is the cost function, representing the equivalent fuel consumption of PHEV;
mfinal(t) is the fuel consumption of the engine; Pbat(t) is the power of power battery; Hlhv is
the low calorific value constant of gasoline and S(t) is the adaptive equivalent factor.

The equivalent factor correction method based on proportional control and SOC
reference trajectory auxiliary correction is adopted to convert the fixed equivalent factor
s into an adaptive equivalent factor S(t) n this paper, so that the power battery SOC can
follow the SOC reference trajectory and reach the target SOC value at the end of the travel
cycle. The calculation formula of the adaptive equivalent factor is as follows:

s(t) = s0 + Kp·(SOCre f − SOC(t)) (10)

where S0 is the initial fixed equivalent factor; Kp is the scale factor; SOCref is the reference
SOC value; SOC(t) is the SOC value at the current time.

For the sake of verifying the accuracy and robustness of A-ECMS based on travel
characteristics prediction, this paper obtains another actual driving cycle condition of the
driver from the traffic flow and speed information, and takes the actual driving cycle
condition as the target cycle to compare and verify the four energy management methods
of A-ECMS based on travel characteristics prediction, A-ECMS without prediction, DP and
CD-CS. The driver’s actual travel cycle condition is shown in Figure 12, the cycle condition
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identification result is shown in Figure 13, the SOC consumption trajectory of different
energy management methods is shown in Figure 14, and the A-ECMS torque distribution
based on cycle prediction is shown in Figure 15.
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In Figure 13, the cycle type identification of the target travel cycles is completed, and
the A-ECMS’s equivalent factor is modified in real time by combining the cycle prediction
and SOC trajectory planning algorithm. Figure 14 shows the SOC consumption trajectory
comparison curve of different energy management methods.

The SOC consumption trajectory of A-ECMS energy management method based on
travel characteristics prediction is closer to that based on DP algorithm, and can better
follow the theoretical SOC reference trajectory. The SOC consumption trajectory of the
A-ECMS energy management method without travel characteristics prediction has a great
change, and it cannot follow the SOC consumption trajectory based on DP algorithm well,
nor can it follow the theoretical SOC reference trajectory well. Table 5 shows the simulation
results of different energy management methods.

Table 5. Comparison of simulation results of different energy management methods.

Energy Management Methods DP A-ECMS with
Prediction

A-ECMS without
Prediction CD-CS

SOC initial value 0.9
SOC final value 0.3000 0.3018 0.3046 0.2942

Fuel consumption (L/100 km) 2.2468 2.3479 2.4026 2.5788
Savings of fuel economy 12.87% 8.95% 6.83% /

As Table 5 shows, both the DP algorithm and the A-ECMS energy management
method based on prediction can better control the SOC final value at the target value,
while the non-prediction A-ECMS and CD-CS algorithms are quite different from the target
value. Meanwhile, compared with the CD-CS algorithm, the predicted A-ECMS energy
management method improves the FE by 8.95%, indicating that when travel distance is
higher than the battery electric mileage in current SOC state, the predicted A-ECMS energy
management method can use the power more reasonably to obtain better fuel saving effect.
The comparison results of simulation experiments verify the rationality and effectiveness
of A-ECMS energy management method based on travel characteristics prediction, which
is of great help to ameliorate the FE of the PHEVs.

5. Conclusions

A PHEV was taken as the research object in this study. Aiming at the problems of diffi-
cult comprehensive prediction of vehicle travel characteristics, optimal power distribution
and real-time control of PHEV power source, a PHEV energy management method based
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on travel characteristic prediction is proposed to ameliorate vehicle FE and optimization
ability. Specifically, the main research contents and innovations of this paper are as follows:

(1) Based on the collection and analysis of a specific driver’s driving trajectory data, a
method for travel trajectory and mileage prediction, travel condition construction,
identification and prediction including clustering the starting point of travel trajectory
and mining key points to complete the prediction of travel trajectory and mileage is
proposed. The historical travel data is processed, and the target travel cycles predicted
by traffic information are considered, and the driving cycles predicted based on traffic
information are classified and identified.

(2) For when the driving mileage exceeds the battery electric mileage in the current SOC
state, an SOC reference trajectory planning algorithm is established to make the SOC
consumption trajectory closer to the optimal trajectory obtained by DP algorithm. For
the four typical cycles obtained by the clustering algorithm, the SOC consumption
law of different types of typical cycles and the corresponding engine work and fuel
consumption are calculated, the SOC distribution law of the four typical cycles is
determined, the SOC reference trajectory planning algorithm is formulated, and the
rationality, accuracy and effectiveness of the algorithm are verified.

(3) The travel characteristics prediction and SOC reference trajectory planning algorithm
are combined and applied to A-ECMS online. The adaptability of equivalent factors
of A-ECMS is improved through mileage prediction, condition identification and
vehicle speed prediction. The four energy management methods of A-ECMS based
on travel characteristics prediction, A-ECMS without prediction, DP and CD-CS are
compared and verified. The experiments show that travel characteristics prediction
can achieve the goal of rational utilization of power battery power and reducing
vehicle fuel consumption.

The proposed PHEV energy management method based on travel characteristic pre-
diction can be used to predict and plan the driver’s travel route, so that the drivers no
longer have mileage anxiety. Further research will use more technologically advanced
equipments for more accurate prediction and real-time energy management.
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